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SwitchBot Mini Robot Vacuum Cleaner K10+.
Discover  a  new era  of  cleaning  with  SwitchBot!  The  SwitchBot  Mini  Robot  Vacuum K10+ cleaning  robot  is  the  perfect  combination  of
innovative technology and the performance you need to keep your home in perfect order. It not only vacuums, but also mops your floors,
leaving  them  perfectly  clean  and  fresh.  Intelligent  navigation,  long  run  time  and  extremely  quiet  operation  are  just  some  of  its
advantages, all in an extremely compact design.
 
Maximum performance in a compact form
The Mini Robot Vacuum K10+ offers an impressive 2,500 Pa of suction power to keep your floors spotlessly clean - it can easily handle
dust,  dander  or  crumbs!  It  intelligently  recognizes  carpets  and  automatically  increases  suction  power  to  deal  with  dirt  even  more
effectively.  What's  more,  thanks  to  the  4-level  suction  power  adjustment,  you'll  adjust  the  robot's  performance to  almost  any  type of
surface, and its compact design allows it to reach all nooks and crannies, thoroughly cleaning every inch of the surface.
 
Even more time to clean
A fully charged cleaning robot provides up to 120 minutes of operation, so it can thoroughly clean an area of up to 120 m²! This means
that the K10+ robot is great for both smaller apartments and larger apartments. You also don't have to remember to charge it.  If  the
charge  level  is  too  low,  the  robot  will  automatically  stop  cleaning  to  renew  energy,  and  then  return  to  where  it  left  off  to  continue
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cleaning.
 
Intelligent navigation system
The  SwitchBot  cleaning  robot  will  find  its  way  around  your  home  perfectly  -  all  thanks  to  the  LDS  intelligent  navigation  system.  It
precisely scans its surroundings, creating an accurate map of your home that allows it to plan the most effective cleaning route. It also
intelligently  identifies  obstacles  and  avoids  them,  and  its  ability  to  negotiate  obstacles  up  to  2  cm  high  makes  it  effortlessly  handle
thresholds or carpets in its path. Even dark rooms are no problem for it!
 
No contact with dirt
Let the robot do the work for you, giving you more time for the things you really enjoy doing. Mini Robot Vacuum K10+ automatically
returns to its base, where it empties the dirt tank on its own. The station offers a capacity of as much as 4 liters, which translates to up to
70 days without emptying.
 
Control it from a distance
Controlling the cleaning robot is easier than you think! A dedicated app will allow you not only to turn the device on and off remotely, but
also to plan cleaning schedules and even monitor its progress. With it, you can create virtual walls and forbidden zones, which will allow
you to control where the robot can and cannot go. The K10+ is also compatible with popular voice assistants (Google Assistant, Amazon
Alexa, Siri and IFTTT). Now you can control it with simple voice commands without reaching for your smartphone!
 
Clean in silence 
Forget about annoying noise! With its innovative noise reduction system, the volume of the SwitchBot cleaning robot does not exceed 45
dB. This allows the Mini  Robot Vacuum K10+ to work at  any time of  the day or night!  Now you can enjoy pristine cleanliness without
disturbing the peace and quiet of other household members. 
 
Included
cleaning robot
emptying station
mop holder
side brush x2
maintenance tool
dust bag x2
filter x2
disposable mop cloth x20
power cord
user manual
	Manufacturer
	SwitchBot
	Model
	K10+
	Suction power
	2500 Pa
	Mopping function
	Yes
	Maximum working time
	120 minutes
	Maximum cleaning area
	120 m2
	Sound level
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	45 dB
	Navigation system
	LDS
	Capacity of the cleaning robot tank 
	150 ml
	Emptying station tank capacity
	4 l
	Dimensions of the cleaning robot
	248 x 248 x 92 mm
	Dimensions of emptying station
	261 x 210 x 323 mm
	Weight of the cleaning robot
	Approximately 2.3 kg
	Weight of emptying station
	Approximately 3.6 kg
	Compatibility with voice assistants
	Google Assistant / Amazon Alexa / Siri / IFTTT.
	App 
	SwitchBot
	System requirements
	iOS 12.0 or later, Android OS 5.0 or later

Preço:

€ 357.00

Casa inteligente, Intelligent Home Control
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